HEALTHCARE

CLIENT SUCCESS STORY I HEALTHCARE

Five-Hospital Health
System in Southeastern
Pennsylvania

OBJECTIVE
Workers’ compensation billing and collections are still
as paper intensive, cumbersome, and straddled with
complex state-specific regulations as they were in
1984. In this example of our Workers’ Compensation
Service delivery, our client, a five-hospital health
system in Southeastern Pennsylvania, required
assistance with resolving their workers’ compensation
accounts receivables (A/R). The client’s goal was to
outsource their paper-based and process-intensive
billing and collections activities. HGS’s scope of work
includes the resolution of workers’ compensation and
No-Fault A/R. The project began in November 1999
and is ongoing.

In 2011, HGS’s scope of work expanded
to include the resolution of the client’s
secondary payer A/R. The HGS team
works very closely and as an extension
of the client’s in-house team. The team
is always on stand-by to assist the client
in any way they need. The relationship
has evolved from client-vendor to that of
trusted partners.

Over the years, HGS has partnered with the
client on multiple special projects, including:
• Managed care payment accuracy verification
• Credit balance resolution
• Insurance A/R resolution for various payers
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OUR SOLUTION
HGS developed follow-up and billing strategies based on the specialized nature of this A/R to help not only
optimize collections and minimize resolution time frames but reduce the cost to collect these accounts. Five
major collection bottlenecks were identified on the client’s workers’ compensation A/R:

HGS’s solution addresses each of these bottlenecks:
Billing the wrong Third-Party
Administrator (TPA) or payer
Multiple unsuccessful
follow-up attempts with
payers

Major
Collection
Bottlenecks

Insufficient knowledge
of the state’s
regulations

Missing
medical records

Missing and infrequent
reporting of charges to
the state

• Pre-billing injury verification and standardization of information collected at scheduling and registration
• Use of HGS’s Request Tracking System to control and monitor the secure flow of medical records and other
necessary documents
• Integration of the state guidelines on underpayments and appeals into the billing and follow-up processes
• Comprehensive capture of charges and timely report of charges to the State
• Developing relationships with the payer and tailoring billing and follow-up processes that are mutually
beneficial
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OUTCOMES
HGS’s 16-year relationship with this provider has continued to grow, and has consistently met our client’s
expectations. As a result of the work HGS performs, the client has seen:

Timely collections
and reduction of aged
receivable—The A/R aged
greater than 90 days averages
below 20% of total billed
A/R. The aging was 50% at
the start of the project.

Approximately 18% of
charges being written off as
services were not reported to
the Bureau. Since 2014, there
have been zero denials for
unreported services.

Less than 0.2% of
workers’ comp A/R is
written off for timely filing.

The pre-billing injury
verification process
decreased inaccurate billing,
expedited account resolution,
accelerated cash flow and
continues to ensure HIPAA
compliance.

Upwards of 85% of
the bills are paid on
presentation, and less
than 5% of the claims are
denied.

Due to relationships
developed with various
payers, paper-intensive
state appeal processes
have been avoided.

About HGS
A global leader in business process management (BPM) and optimizing the customer experience lifecycle, HGS is helping make its
clients more competitive every day. HGS combines technology-powered services in automation, analytics and digital with domain
expertise focusing on back office processing, contact centers and HRO solutions to deliver transformational impact to clients.
Visit www.teamhgs.com to learn how HGS can help make your business more competitive.
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